
Homophones

Keywords

bare—behr adjective 1. naked 2. exposed for all to see 3. empty

bear—behr noun a large mammal that has long shaggy hair and a short tail
and eats both plants and meat
verb 1. to hold up something heavy 2. to keep in one’s mind

fair—fehr noun 1. a gathering of people who are buying and selling things
2. an event with rides, games, and competitions
adjective 1. beautiful 2. clean or pure 3. not stormy or cloudy 4. likely to
happen 5. not dark 6. neither good nor bad 7. in a way that is equal for
everyone involved

fare—fehr noun 1. food 2. the money a person pays to travel by public
transportation

heal—heel verb to make healthy

heel—heel noun 1. the back part of the foot below the ankle 2. the part of a
shoe that covers the back of the foot 3. the lower, back, or end part 4. a person 
who is not nice
verb to make a person or animal obey

scent—sehnt noun 1. an odor or smell 2. a sense of smell 3. hint 4. perfume

sent—sehnt verb 1. caused to go 2. caused to happen

weak—week adjective not strong

week—week noun the period of seven days that begins with Sunday and
ends with Saturday
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Read & Replace
1. bear
2. bare
3. week
4. weak
5. sent
6. fair
7. fare
8. heal
9. heel

 10. scent

Homophone 
Hopscotch

Board 1
1. fair
2. fare
3. fair
4. fare
5. fair

Board 2
1. heel
2. heel
3. heel
4. heal
5. heel

Board 3
1. bare
2. bear
3. bear
4. bare
5. bare

Criss Cross

A. fair/I. fare
B. week/G. weak
C. bear/J. bare
D. heel/F. heal
E. scent/H. sent

It’s Puzzling!

  ACROSS
1. weak
2. heel
3. bear
4. fair
5. scent

 DOWN
1. week
2. heal
3. bare
4. fare
5. sent

3
KeywordsKeywords
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Blank Out!
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Double Trouble

Blank Out!

1. fair

2. heel

3. bear

4. week

5. scent

6. sent

7. weak

8. bare

9. heal

10. fare

1. week

2. fair

3. sent

4. bare

5. heal

6. bear

7. fare

8. weak

9. heel

10. scent

1. fair

2. fare

3. week

4. weak

5. bear

6. bare

7. scent

8. sent

9. heel

10. heal

Read & Replace
HOMOPHONES are words that sound the same but have different 
meanings. Too, two, and to are homophones. READ the story. FILL IN the 
blanks with keywords. 
HINT: Read the whole story before you choose your words.

bear fare heel sent week

bare fair heal scent weak

This morning, I heard Mom yell, “Henry, you had better not be 

going out in your  feet!” I said, “Mom, I love my 

big, furry clawed slippers. Would you rather me go out without 

anything on my  feet?” 

The slippers came in the mail last . They were a 

present from my Great Aunt Irma. She may look ,

but once she hit a baseball so hard she  it flying 

to the next town. Great Aunt Irma is a lot of fun. We always go 

to the county  together, and she even pays the 

bus  for me. She sells a magic cream at the fair 

that can  any toothache if you rub it on your  

. Great Aunt Irma puts a drop of skunk  

 into every batch. I love  

my Great Aunt Irma a lot, but I  

would never ever buy

her toothache cream!
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Homophone Hopscotch
LOOK AT the clues for each hopscotch board. MATCH each space on the board to its clue.  
Then FILL IN the correct keyword.

3
Homophones

1. beautiful

2. price to ride a train

3. a place where people buy and sell things

4. food

5. in a way that’s equal for everyone

1. a person who is not nice

2. the back part of the foot

3. the end part

4. to make better

5. to make an animal obey

1. empty

2. to carry or hold up

3. a large furry mammal

4. exposed for all to see

5. naked

5

1

4

2 3

5

1

4

2 3

5

1

4

2 3
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Homophones

It’s Puzzling!
FILL IN a keyword to solve each clue. Then DRAW a line from each puzzle piece  
to its homophone partner.

You can get cotton 

candy here.

You find this on 

your calendar.

Watch out for this 

animal in a forest.

You need a leash 

to train your dog 

to do this.

This fills the air 

when your dad’s 

baking cookies.

When wounds get 

better, they _____.

If you can’t lift a 

pencil, someone 

might call you this.

Your friend got 

your letter after 

you _____ it.

You have to pay 

this before you get 

on an airplane.

If your refrigerator 

is this, you’ll have 

to go shopping.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J
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Homophones

3
Criss Cross
FILL IN the grid by answering the clues with keywords.  

ACROSS

1. Not strong

2. The back of your foot

3. Hold up something heavy

4. Not stormy or cloudy

5. Perfume

DOWN

1. From Sunday to Saturday

2. To make healthy

3. Out in the open for all to see

4. Food

5. Shipped

1

2

3

4

5
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Homophones

1. Jamie plans to sleep late every day during our                           off from school.

2. It’s                           to take turns with your brother, but it’s not always fun.

3. Kristen                           a box full of toy spiders to her best friend.

4.  Eric had to                           his deepest secret to us during our game of  Truth or 

Dare.

5. The doctors said Jaden’s broken leg would take months to                          .

6. Jackson can’t                           waiting for the playoff game.

7.  Mom wanted to eat at a restaurant that served French                          , but we just 

wanted pizza.

8.  Everyone thought Trish was                           until they watched her pick up the boy 

and lift him over her head.

9. Maya found out that it was impossible to teach her pet frog to                          .

10. Kevin still had the                           of ocean water in his hair after he surfed all day.

Blank Out!  
FILL in the blanks with keywords.

bear fare heel scent weak

bare fair heal sent week
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3
Double Trouble
CIRCLE the keyword that completes each sentence. 

1. We should go to the park on the next  fair  / fare  day.

2. Eli’s new soccer cleats hurt his  heel  / heal.

3. Alexa will never throw away the stuffed  bear  / bare  she got when she was a baby.

4. Hannah’s favorite band is coming to town next  weak  / week.

5.  Jenna loves everything about the circus, except for the  sent  / scent  of the

elephants.

6. Matt sometimes wishes his parents had  sent  / scent  his sister to boarding school.

7. Tonya was still feeling  week  / weak  from the flu.

8. Kim liked to ride her horse without a saddle, or  bearback  /  bareback.

9. Our club wants to do things that will help  heal  / heel  the Earth.

10. You can pay the  fare  / fair  at the ticket counter.
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Homophones

1.  This word describes a place where you’ll find Ferris wheels and pig races.

2. This word tells what a restaurant serves.

3. This word describes seven days in a row on a calendar.

4. This word describes how you feel when you have no energy.

5.  This word describes an animal that can catch fish in its sharp claws.

6. This word describes what you are in the shower.

7. This word tells what dogs use to sniff out clues.

8. When you talked back, your dad you to your room. 

9. This word describes the end of a loaf of bread.

10. This word tells how broken bones get better. They .

Blank Out! 
FILL in the blanks with keywords.

bear fare heel scent weak

bare fair heal sent week

3Check It!
Cut out the Check It! section on page 17, and see if you got the answers right. 
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